
LSW Institute is a non-profit organization that assists life science researchers,
entrepreneurs, and companies in bridging the gap between discovery and
commercialization. This weekly newsletter provides you with information about
upcoming events, resources, and funding opportunities.

Community Connection

WE-REACH Fireside Chats - Summer 2021 

Today, July 15, 2021 | 2:00 - 3:00 PM PDT 

Fireside chats with biomedical entrepreneurs, investors, and industry experts are a
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component of the WE-REACH Biomedical Innovation Bootcamp. Even if you are not taking

part in the Bootcamp, you can attend these discussions. On July 15, there will be a

showcase of regional resources.

ITHS Introduction to Clinical Research Boot Camp 

Jul 19-30, 2021 | 12:00 -1:00 PM PDT 

This popular training series is open to investigators and staff  from research institutions

around the country. Register for free and attend the convenient online seminars 1 hour per

day over 5 days. The workshops cover the design and management of clinical trials.

Research Staff track July 19-23, 12:00-1:00 PM PDT, and Faculty Investigator track July

26-30, 12:00-1:00 PM PDT.

Funding & Educational Opportunities

REGISTER TO ATTEND THIS FREE EVENT

REGISTER TO ATTEND THIS FREE EVENT
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LSW Institute Start-Up Assistance
We offer pro-bono consultation services to life science companies to help develop the

Washington life science entrepreneurial community. Please email Aylin

Kim, aylin@lswinstitute.org to sign up for a 1-hour session on August 4 or 18. 

LSW Institute WIN Mentoring Program Applications - Due August 18
To date, 41 WIN graduates have raised over $920M dollars. This milestone-based program

matches you with a team of 3-6 seasoned mentors and advisors to help guide your

company through critical stages at no cost! To apply, companies should participate in a

startup consult meeting (see LSW Institute Start-Up Assistance directly above) to learn

more about the program and determine if the WIN program is a good fit. For more

information, contact Aylin Kim, aylin@lswinstitute.org!

National SBIR Week and WA PTAC

Washington Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) SBIR Day 

July 20, 2021 | 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM PDT

Learn about how your Washington PTAC can help you with SBIR funding!

An overview of the program

How PTAC can help

Details on upcoming topic releases from the USDA, Department of Defense and

Department of Energy

If you are a Washington State based innovative firm and want to explore SBIR funding, join

us for this informal overview. Meet advisors who can directly assist you in pursuing SBIR

grants or contracts. Bring your questions!
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BARDA 
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority

2021 Federal Wearables Summit 
August 31, 2021 | 7:00 AM PDT  
 
The 2021 Federal Wearables Summit is a broad effort supported by several federal

agencies and intended to bring the discussion on wearable sensors for monitoring health

and health quality closer to all citizens. The Summit is open to the public and will address

issues of interest, such as the perspectives of patients and medical care professionals,

data security specialists, the regulatory bodies, and federal agencies.

Center for Neurotechnology

FDA Office of Science and Engineering Laboratories Roundtable - Part I 
July 23, 2021 | 10:00 AM PDT 

  

The FDA CDRH’s Office of Science and Engineering Laboratories – Neurology Program

presents: "Regulatory Science Gaps and Tools to Accelerate Neurotechnology Medical

Device Innovation." Presentation will be given by program lead Dr. Zane Arp, Director of

the Division of Biomedical Physics and Neurology. 

REGISTER TO ATTEND THIS FREE EVENT

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Are you a medical device company developing a cutting-edge medical neurotechnology? 

In Part one of a two-part series, this interactive presentation will be an open dialog with

CNT industry members engaged in neurotechnology product development as well as

academic researchers that are translating and de-risking neurotechnologies. Topics will

include regulatory science gaps and tools to accelerate neurotechnology medical device

innovation.

FIERCE Biotech

Webinar: New Trends in Virtual Trials 
July 26, 2021 | 8:00 AM PDT 

 Last year, clinical trial platform developer Medable raised $91M in private funding, amid the

COVID-19 pandemic, that touched off huge demand among pharma companies looking to

initiate “siteless” or virtual clinical trials. Explore the role of CROs in siteless trials and the

opportunities and challenges for CROs to expand their capabilities in this burgeoning

area. 

Please feel free to share with your network. 
Thank you!

For questions about this newsletter, contact Aylin Kim, Manager of Entrepreneurship,

aylin@lswinstitute.org  

Copyright © 2001, Life Science Washington Institute, All rights reserved. 

Our mailing address is: 
188 East Blaine Street, Suite 150 

Seattle, WA 98102 

CLICK HERE FOR ZOOM LINK

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Want to change how you receive these emails? 

You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

This email was sent to <<Email Address>> 
why did I get this?    unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences 
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